Because Reputation is Everything

Crucial to the success of your lottery is the integrity of your systems, the fairness of your games, and the quality of your reputation.

Not only that, new mobile and cloud technologies, and games like multi-site progressives, second chance prizes on Instant Tickets, new hybrid Instant Tickets, VLT game refresh programs, and centralized game management systems mean you need to ensure security, fair play, and player protection while keeping your finger on the pulse.

Proven Expertise To Help Strengthen Your Reputation.

Gaming Laboratories International (GLI®) has experience in 710 jurisdictions worldwide and works with 65+ lotteries worldwide to help them achieve their objectives by maximizing efficiency, security, and compliance.

A lottery's reputation is one of its biggest assets and essential to its continued success and revenue for worthy causes.
Find a Partner to Propel Your Projects Forward

Quality, Assured

Your applications, lottery systems & infrastructure, and network testing can stay on track without compromising the workflow of your team.

We leverage testing methodologies that are aligned to industry standards, along with the potential for end-to-end system integration, user acceptance, and product certification testing.

Our repeatable testing processes and test management experience will increase your speed to market and reduce overall test cost.

Lottery Technology Support

Your customers are seeking the next and the new, and when it comes to lottery games and modern technologies that means embracing mobile and cloud technologies, and staying one step ahead of new gaming concepts, types, and styles.

Your applications, lottery systems & infrastructure, and network testing can stay on track without compromising the workflow of your team.

Meet your customer demand and get your project to market faster with an experienced, dedicated testing and professional services team.

What We Offer

• Load and Performance Testing Services
• Software Quality Assurance & Testing Services
• Technical/Automated Testing
• Lottery Technology Consulting Services
• Player Protection Program Consulting & Assessment
• Instant Ticket Testing
• Lottery Ball Testing
• Lottery Terminal Testing – VLT Game
• Random Number Generator (RNG) & Game Math Analysis
• Responsible Gaming (RG) Review
• WLA Responsible Gaming Consulting & Audit

Who We Are

With locations across North America and around the globe, GLI has decades of lottery and gaming, security, and compliance expertise, enabling lottery operations to grow profitability and to protect their reputation and integrity.